
d P. Dahl. 7he Organ Sings
',Augsburg Fortress, 2013, ISBN
)78J1-4514-6260-9), 78pp.i
$27.00.

Ihis second volume by David P.
Da}l provides the church organist
witl a wealth of useful material of

inte'mediate difficulty. The majority
of re pieces are hymn-based works,
wit} Twenty-Four Hymn Irttonation-
Prehdes as weu as Three Hymn Preludes
of iomewhat greater length. A set
of &e variations on r-obe rien uerren

and a set of four pieces entitled Suite
Hon.age fills out the collection. Suite
Homage consists of a Praeludium after
Buxlehude, a Tierce ell 'aille after
Couperin, a Petite Ojertoire after
Franck, and a Grand Choeur after
Dubois. These four are satisfying
works in their respective styles and
the counterpoint in the Buxtehude is
especially fine; however, I am drawn
more to Dahl's treatment of hymn
tunes. Canon and fugal imitation are
prevalent and impressively worked out.
It is delightful to see newly composed
American music that is so weu crafted.

Too often, new offerings by publishers
targeted toward organists of average
ability are either insipid and lackluster
or showy to the point of tawdriness.
Dahl's compositions are impeccable
in their harmony and phrase strucmre;
while they are relatively conservative
in style, they demonstrate creativity
and sensitivity to the hymn texts.
I especially like the intonations on
Advent hymn tunes. For example,
in Veni Emmanuel the plainsong
melody in the tenor is accompanied
by chords based on Vom Himmel hoch.
The theologically appropriate German
chorale is paired with the plainsong
tune in a subtle way that keeps the
attention on Veni, Emmanuel. I am
also fond of the cheeky Diree Kings
of Orient with its parauel fifths and
fourths and the Variatiori Suite on Lobe
den Herren, which shows the influence
of Distler and other German neo-

Baroque composers. It consists of an
introduction and chorale, a variation
based on parallel fourths, a bicinium,
an Aria that uses part of the chorale
tune in the accompaniment, a pedal
solo, and finally a fughetta and final
chorale. This is a very useful couection
of short pieces.
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Carl Haywood. zmprovisation on we
8hall Otvercome (GIA Publications,
Inc., 2012, G-8180), 12pp., $12.00.
This energetic toccata is the

perfect postlude for Martin Luther
King weekend or any other service
oriented towards social justice. It uses
two common Toccata figuratiions: a

flowing sextuplet figure and pairs of
repeated triads in alternate hands. The
pedals present the melody through
most of the piece, apart from a maestoso
statement of the hymn in block chords
towards the end. The piece is propelled
by increases in registration throughout
and increasingly quick key changes,
moving from G major to D major,
E-flat major, G-flat major, A majo4
and finally C major. This compression
drives the Improvisation towards a
final pedal cadenza. Though there are
many modulations, clicM is avoided
since the movement is by a fifth and
thirds, reserving the classic half-step
modulation for the center of the piece,
just prior to the maestoso statement of
the theme. Carl Haywood has given
us an impressive, exciting work of
moderate difficulty. It wiu require
some careful practice, but there are
no excessive technical demands and
it sounds rather more difficult than

it actuauy is. The rewards are large in
proportion to the work it wiu take to
prepzre.

composed in 2006 and dedicated to
professor Larry Palmer at Southern
Methodist University. Performance
time for the complete set is just over six
minutes. Each reflection is headed by
an evocative title. The first is "Arirang:
Rouing Hills." An undulating figure
with expanding intervals inspired by
the opening notes of Arirang sets up
a simply harmonized statement of
the second half of the tune. Following
this is a full statement of the melody
with more chromatic harmony and
a short coda. Number two, "Autumn
Leaves," uses fragmented pairs of
eighth notes to depict falling leaves.
This playful movement also exploits
the contrast between flutes on three

different manuals. A series of rising
dissonant chords leads the listener back

to a simple G major chord. The third
reflection "Eternal Spring" (ana Steve
Reich) is perhaps the most interesting,
using constant interlocking patterns
over two manuals in the manner of

Steve Reich. Layered on top oE this is
a modified version of the folk tune on

a four-foot principal stop in the pedal.
After one complete statement of the
melody, the pedal registration changes
to a Bourdon sixteen-foot with manual

coupler and the pedal punctuates the
texture with fragments based on the
melody. The movement ends abruptly
as if a recording were stopped mid-
stream. The final movement, "Summer
Rain," is a dramatic finale and the only
loud movement of the set. Driving
eighth notes, alternation between
manuals, and carillon-like figures
in the pedal propel the piece to an
affirmative conclusion. Take a look at

this for something unusual for your
next recital!

%/

+A. Young Kim. Reflections on "Arirang"
(E. C. Schirmer Music Company,
Inc., 2012, Catalog No. 7884),
14.pp, $10.50.
Organ culture in Korea and other

Asian countries has exploded in recent
years and it is time for organists in the
west to explore compositions based on
Asian melodies. Arirang is the most
popular Korean folk song. As A. Young
Kim explains in the preface to the
score, each region of the country has
its own version of this melody and this
work is based on a version from Seoul

and the neighboring region, Kyoungki.
Kim has composed four short
reflections in varying moods and styles
to "express new feelings evoked from
this traditional tune," in the composer's
words. The work is strongly tonal (in
G major) with a colorfi.il harmonic
language that employs free dissonance,
ostinato patterns, pedal points and
passages of lush chromaticism. It was
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